Reader: PREPARE YOURSELF!

You are about to venture into the misshapen imaginations of a group of creators who have not only long-since gone over the edge, but have accumulated through the long days and even longer nights an insurmountable gall and arrogance which has manifested itself in the form of stories and concepts that rival those of the PROFESSIONALS themselves!! In support of this most modest and humble claim, MARVEL WORLD #2 presents not only a vast array of illustrations that boggle and joggle the mind, but also a series of panelled tales dealing with a guy who destroys his universe with a push of a button, an unusual meeting of a neanderthal and a star-traveler mentality, a combination western, science-fiction, and superhero story rolled into ten pages, and, last and not least, a more down-to-Earth story of a wartime madman who laughs at death! And, if that isn't enough, we are also offering part II of the Doctor Strange Saga that was first implemented in our premiere issue by Dean Mullaney... featuring our (hopefully) traditional celebrity artist illustration done this time around by Gene Colan and Tom Palmer (what better team could one ask for to portray our favorite supreme sorcerer?)!! A very special thanks to Gene and Tom.

As for who exactly is bestowing the remainder of this magazine's wondersments upon you, here is this issue's semi-immortal gathering of writers, artists, letterers and miscellaneous:

John Ashter
Pat Boyette
Rick Burchett
Steve Clement

Ric Cruz
Sam DeLaRosa
E. Elins
Dennis Fujitake
Doug Hazlewood
Desmond Jones
Russ Martin
Dean Mullaney
Bill Neville
Robb Phipps
Neil Riehle
Stan Sakai
Dave Simons
Wodahs Srebregevetv

AND...

Andy Herman
Executive Editor

Michael J Brocha
Publisher

Emulator of Odin
Engraver of Infinity
and high school graduate

Very great thanks should also be allocated to Sam DeLaRosa, who took part, one way or another, in 18 pages worth of this edition's material, and Robb Phipps, who handled several last-second projects that enabled us to get this issue out before the turn of the century. They both proved to be an editor's dream with their much needed contributions and day-before-deadline labors. (Sheesh... this is gettin' ridiculous!)

Before this editorial breaks down completely, a final note of appreciation to Michael Brocha who made all of this possible with his ever-present wisdom, his dignity, and his magic printing press.

Onward... as it were.
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JOHNNY! HOW CAN WE STOP THE GIANT, RAMPAGING COOKIE MONSTER THAT THINKS WE'RE A BUNCH OF OREOS?!

DON'T ASK ME, SIS, I'VE GOT PROBLEMS OF MY OWN!

OH NO! I'M CHANGING... TURNING INTO A MUPPET??

HEY THERE OL' BUDDY BEN!

NO STRAND OF LIGHT WET SPAGHETTI CAN KEEP JOSEF ME OUT OF ACTION!!

HELP!

FEATURETING
BUM GRUMM
WEED RIKARDS
JOHNNY STRING
SHU STRING
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ONE CRUMMY MAGAZINE!!
...and authorities claim that a mysterious craft, apparently from outer space, has just crashed on location in a western town set in the heart of Hollywood! Scientists surmise that... huh? The strip is over? Okay.

Anyway, I got another story idea which I know you'll like, 'cause it's a real challenge!

It's fine with me, Wally, even though things have proven to be more painful than usual!

Don't sweat it!

If things get too rough we can always send in one of our hack writers to bail you out!

I can hardly wait!

So, Chaos, whatcha think about this story?
"DO NOT SUBSCRIBE TO WHAT SUCH SOURCES TELL YOU, CREWMAN."

"AFTER ALL, IT IS UNDOUBTEDLY MORE OF THAT Tcilian PROPAGANDA..."

"WHAT ARE WE FIGHTING FOR? YOU SEE, I STUDIED SOME TAPES DURING MY LAST INTERVAL WHICH STATED THAT WARFARE WAS A WASTE."

"NOW THAT THE CAMPAIGN IS OVER SIR, MAY I ASK A QUESTION?"

"CERTAINLY..."
UNGH!

"Tcilian Vessel Terminated...!"

"UndersTood... Forego Present Vicinity...!"

There are many fists where the first one came from, Chaos!

PAM!

You have been manipulating the very existences of these people... I will permit it no longer!

I suggest you give up this vendetta and go back to radio!!!
FIRST MY TELEPHONE MELTS AND NOW MY T.V. IS HITTING SOME BODY! I MUST BE SEEIN' THINGS!

...AND HOPELESS FUTILITY IS BEST REMEDIED BY A SWIFT AND EFFICIENT DEATH!

THE ONLY REAL THREAT HERE IS THE ONE THAT...

...YOU HAVE BEEN STARING AT FOR YEARS AND I HAVE COME TO DISASSEMBLE IT!

CONGRATULATIONS FOR DISCOVERING ME, CHAOS. BUT I ASSURE YOU THAT YOUR MISSION IS FAR TOO FUTILE.

I APPRECIATE YOUR CONCERN, BUT I CANNOT ALLOW ANY POTENTIAL INTERFERENCE WITH WHAT I AM ABOUT TO DO!

Yeah...Sure! Last time a costumed Strangeo came to our door three bucks was stolen outta my coat pocket.

LISTEN, BUDDY! I'M A VETERAN OF YOUR DEPRESSION AND YOUR REAL WAR... AN' I AIN'T GONNA LET NO TOCKO IN BRIGHT UNDERWEAR!

You tell 'im, Arn!

...Honey...Call Harry next door on the phone there so he can help me get ridda this guy.

I ASSURE YOU, I AM HERE ONLY TO ASSIST YOU PEOPLE...!
"CONTIGUITY ESTABLISHED."

"CORRECT... PREPARE CHARGES IN PRIMARY CYLINDERS!"

"FIRE!"

"RELEASE!"

"THERE ARE THE PIGS NOW, SIR..."

"OKAY... LINEUP AND FIRE ON MY SIGNAL...!"
HOLY PISS - WHO'RE YOU SUPPOSED TO BE?

INSANITY HAS SUMMONED ME! I AM... CHAOS!

I'LL GET IT... HOPE IT ISN'T THAT WIENERNOSE FROM ACROSS THE STREET!

GEE, ARN, THIS IS SURE A WEIRD MOVIE, AIN'T IT?

AW HECK, MARGE, THIS IS JUST A BUNCHA THAT COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA STUFF!

DING-DONG!
THEM ARE PURSUING US, COMMANDER!

A HIGHLY SALUTARY OBSERVATION, CREWMAN. INSTRUCT ALL PERSONNEL TO APPROACH BATTLE STATIONS...

ALL SYSTEMS CHECKOUT, SIR, AND I'VE SPOTTED A PRIONCIAN ENGAGEMENT VESSEL HIDING ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PLANET!

I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN... SIGNAL ALL MEMBERS TO ASSUME COMBAT STATIONS!

EXCELLENT... THE SCUM WILL BE FORCED INTO FIGHTING US NOW THAT WE HAVE DESTROYED THEIR ABILITY TO SPY ON OUR STATIONS!

RECHECK ALL INSTRUMENTS AND THEN PLACE A WIDE SCAN OVER IMMEDIATE SPACE!

YESSIR!

IT WORKED COMMANDER! WE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY DISRUPTED THE TILLIAN BEAMING PROCESS.

TROUBLE SIR! ONE OF OUR SCOUTS HAS ACCIDENTALLY BEEN BEAMED INTO A HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENT ON THE PLANET SURFACE!
...AND, VERY UNMAGICALLY, COLLAPSES UNDER THE LEADED SPINDRIFT OF DEATH!

AND INDEED, SO INVOLVED ARE THEY WITH THEIR SIX-BARRELED STRUGGLE THAT THEY CANNOT SENSE THE IMPENDING PRESENCE AS IT MAGICALLY APPROACHES...

YET, NEITHER GLADIATOR OF FOOLHARDINESS CAN EVEN BEGIN TO SENSE THAT THIS CONFLICT OF THEIRS HAS MUCH MORE AT STAKE THAN THE MERE GOVERNING OF A HANDBUL OF OPERATIVE SLABS OF MEAT...
GE® MISSUS, THIS IS JUST COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA!

A DUEL...

A DUEL TO THE DEATH.

WHICHEVER COMBATANT WINS THIS CONTEST OF DEMISE WILL BECOME THE NEW SHERIFF OF THIS TOWN...! AND FOR THIS THEY WOULD ELIMINATE LIFE? "YES" SAYS THE IGNORANT MAN!
WHITE, NOTHING BUT WHITE! A BRIGHT WHITE, ISN'T IT, YOU MINDLESS BARBARIAN? A GLARY CURSE FROM ABOVE THAT HURTS YOUR EYES AND ERASES YOUR FEEBLE MEMORY.

HOW LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOU SAW THE OTHER COLORS, THE HAIRY AND HUNCHED-OVER FIGURES OF YOUR COMPANIONS? TWO DAYS ... TWO HUNDRED?

“INDEED, IF YOU COULD ONLY REMEMBER...”
WHAT A HORRIBLE WAY TO DIE, YOU TRY TO THINK TO YOURSELF, WITH YOUR DISFIGURED AND PROMINENT BROW BURIED IN SNOW NOT EVEN TAINED WITH THE GLORIOUS BLOOD OF BATTLE!

"WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW, SIMIAN? IS THIS SUDDEN GLOW OF HEAT AND LIGHT FROM THE TORCH OF A FELLOW SAVIOR, OR IS THIS THE INITIAL SENSATION OF DEATH?"

"AHHHH! EVEN A PITIFUL BEING SUCH AS YOURSELF MUST POSSESS A CURIOUSITY LOOK THEN..."

"LOOK INTO THE GLOW, AND DISCOVER HOW TERRIFYING BLINDNESS REALLY IS!"
"What is it? Another man... such as yourself? Perhaps... except for the shape of his head and the intelligence in his eyes."

"What is he doing here? Where does he come from? Why do you feel gratitude for the warm aura of this being who has never accompanied you on a hunt or grunted tales of courage over an open fire?"
"Yes, he is alien! He is not one of your tribe. He shows no respect, and for this he must pay the price... described to you since childhood!"

"Fear and hate overcome your absent sanities, and you strike out with all the might your half-frozen limbs can afford you!"

"Your club has shattered against the uninvited warmth, and so you use your unyielding fists!"

"But, the barrier is as equally unyielding to your futile onslaught, and your only success is in attaining the being's attention!"
YOUR GRUNT OF DIS SATISFACTION IS REPLACED BY ONE OF PAIN AS A SIMPLE BURST OF LIGHT DRIVES YOU EVER BACKWARDS...

AND...

RELENTLESSLY.

DOWNWARD.

WHY HAS LIFE BEEN SO UNFAIR AS TO SET YOU AGAINST AN ANTAGONIST FROM A LAND FAR BEYOND THE DISTANT LANTERNS THAT WATCH DOWN UPON YOU AT NIGHT?

YOU MERELY CAME TO HUNT, TO LIVE, TO GATHER FOOD SO THAT YOUR FELLOWS WOULDN'T GO HUNGRY IN THE COLD.
The blanket of white begins to bury your near-dead form, yet your ears can still hear the footsteps and the ironic words coming from the alien tongue.

Murderous savage....

The same words which you would use to describe him.

If you could but only say them!
May of 1942. A small balloon floated between the German mountains. Its ballast was small, particularly in contrast to nature's towering backdrop. It was two human beings.

Consider the nature of what followed: they would have done better to stay aloft.

Just hold on—and don't look down, you're almost there.

Another episode in the life of one of World War Two's more curious adventurers.
OH GOD—WHAT IS HE DOING?

NOW!

THIS SHOULD PUT THEM OUT UNTIL WE'RE READY TO LEAVE.

CALM DOWN, FRED—AND COVER YOUR MOUTH AND HOLD YOUR BREATH WHEN I GIVE THE WORD!

ONE WEEK EARLIER IN A TOWNHOUSE IN MIDDLE GERMANY...

AN ATOMIC BOMB? BUT HOW WOULD IT WORK?

WELL, CARL, IT'S JUST THEORY, BUT WE KNOW THE FORCES HOLDING ATOMS TOGETHER ARE VERY STRONG...BUT THERE ARE MORE UNSTABLE ATOMS...IN ELEMENTS CALLED ISOTOPES—

I KNOW WHAT ISOTOPES ARE, PROFESSOR—GIVE ME A LITTLE CREDIT—HEY!
WHAT IS IT?

LOOKS LIKE SOME KIND OF DISTURBANCE OUT IN THE STREET... A LOT OF PEOPLE...

I'M NOT SURE...

MAYBE WE SHOULD CHECK, CARL?

A MAN... HOW COULD A MAN... DO... THAT?

THey're crowding around something...

NEIN, GOTT

A GERMAN SOLDIER—GOOD LORD, IT LOOKS LIKE HE WAS TORN IN TWO—BY A MAN!

O MY GOD.

CARL, WE'VE GOT TO GET OFF THE STREETS BEFORE THE GESTAPO GET HERE.
OH NO! THE SOLDER! POWERFUL ENOUGH TO! IT MUST BE MANNING! HE'S... ESCAPE FROM THERE IS NO YOUR HEAD-NUT I APPRECIATE SOUND? WHAT'S THAT?

WHO-WHO?

I GUESS...

YOU OUT OF HERE? WITH US WE'RE GETTING DOCTOR WILHELM COME

FOOSH

CAN YOU MAKE IT OVER THE WALL? MAKE BLOWJOB HOP TO GET PREDA WE HAVE TO MAKE ONE
YOUR TABLE IS READY, FRAU VON HEISTER.

THANK YOU

TWO DAYS EARLIER.

AND THANK YOU, HERR MADMAN, FOR ESCORTING AN OLD WOMAN TO THE OPERA.

IT'S A WONDER YOU'D GO ANYWHERE WITH SOMEONE WEARING A SILLY MASK, FRAU VON HEISTER.

NOW, AS TO THE TASK I'M HIRING YOU FOR. MY BROTHER KURT IS A SCIENTIST. BECAUSE HE DISAGREED WITH WHAT OUR COUNTRY IS DOING, HE ELECTED TO DEFECT TO GREAT BRITAIN. HE CONTACTED A BRITISH OFFICER AND MADE PREPARATIONS.

DO YOU WANT ME TO TALK HIM OUT OF IT?

NO! I WISH YOU TO RESCUE HIM, THE BRITISHER, MANNING, SEEMS TO HAVE LOST HIS SENSES AND IS HOLDING KURT PRISONER IN A RUINED CASTLE NOT FAR FROM HERE.

OH? ANYTHING ELSE YOU WANT?

YES. YOU MUST TAKE MY DAUGHTER FREDA WITH YOU.
Fool! Dr. Wilhelm has made me a body harness that gives me great power! He thought it would be used for democracies! It has made me a god!

Get going! I'll hold Manning as long as I can!

I'll admit you're a little stranger than some Englishmen I've met, Manning, but even you can't be fireproof!

Who... oosh

I get the feeling that, if I'm not careful, I could really blow this one!

Idiot! Flames cannot hold Manning for long; he will be after you.

You picked the perfect guy to defect to, Wilhelm! How'd you hook up with Manning?

Before the war, Charles Manning knew our family. He was going to... marry me.

Oh.
IT'S THE HARNESS—SOMEHOW IT'S AFFECTED HIS MIND! NOW HE'S STARTED AN AVALANCHE!

FREDA—LOOK OUT!

NUTS—MY LEG IS CAUGHT... I CAN'T MOVE AN INCH!

I WILL HELP Y—MANNING!

NOW, INTERLOPER, YOU WILL LEARN THE PENALTY FOR GOING AGAINST MY WILL.

LIEBER GOTT, CHARLES, NO! HE IS HELPLESS—HE CANNOT HARM YOU. A GOD HAS THE POWER TO GIVE LIFE.

-AND I TAKE YOU BACK TO THE CASTLE.

MANNING, PUT HER DOWN, IT'S ME YOU WANT.

GOT TO GET FREE OF THIS THING.

VERY WELL, I GIVE HIM HIS LIFE...
Almost have it... uhh, there... it's...

N-no?!?

Freda!

Good God! I don't understand!

Dr. Wilhelm...
Kurt... w-what happened?

The harness... I warned him to leave it off occasionally... but he wanted to be powerful... all the time.

As the power built up... it became more unstable... the isotopes... there was a chain reaction...

An atomic bomb!

HA HA HA HA
THE NEXT EVENING.

COME IN

KURT IS GOING TO BE ALRIGHT. I HAVE SPOKEN WITH HIS DOCTOR.

BUT YOUR DAUGHTER... YOUR DAUGHTER...

YES... MY DAUGHTER.

IT'S SUCH A WASTE.

WAS IT A WASTE? SHE SAVED YOUR LIFE, DIDN'T SHE, HERR MADMAN?

I'M... SORRY. CAN I DO ANYTHING?

JUST ONE THING, FOR BOTH OF US. INDULGE AN OLD WOMAN. TAKE OFF YOUR MASK.

MY M-?

JUST AS I SUSPECTED.

W-WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

IN SPITE OF YOUR GREAT REPUTATION... AND YOUR BIZARRE APPEARANCE... YOU ARE STILL... ONLY A MAN.

I KNOW.
After a one-issue confrontation with Tiboro in ST #129, Stan and Steve began the longest series in the totality of the Dr. Strange saga, running from #130 continuing on until the conclusion in #141. Mordo, the constant nemesis, though never quite match enough for Dr. Strange, has continually allied himself with others. This first of his liaisons, with Dormammu, is possibly his greatest. With he and Dormammu as the constant backdrop, innumerable plotlines and characters comprised the entirety. Each of these twelve issues was independently interesting; yet, taken as a whole, the series was nothing short of a masterpiece of sorcerous adventure.

The alliance came about because of Dormammu's vow, in deference to Dr. Strange, to never personally attack our dimension, therefore he and Mordo served each other's goals perfectly. Aside from these two best foes, many other happenings were woven throughout -- Clea returned, only to be banished once more by Dormammu, the Ancient One. He took a more involved hand, and Dr. Strange's yearning for Clea began to take strong shape.

With ST #135 Steve Ditko took over the plotting, while continuing pencilling and inking. the next twelve issues in which he plotted are most probably the best work he has ever done in comics. He took up Stan's already fascinating storyline and added, building more layers into it, the result being a complex and completely satisfying multiple storyline. This ensuing extravaganza contained so many distinct parts in Dormammu's lust for control over two dimensions: Clea's dilemma and Dr. Strange's search for her, Mordo's thirst for power, the Ancient One's near-death bringing sickness, added to by Ditko's greatest conception for the series, the overriding search by one and all for the secret of... Eternity! This monumental tale went on, ever growing in scope, finally concluding as, at Eternity's urging, Dr. Strange finding his "wisdom of the just, the righteous, and the fearless." In doing so, Dr. Strange came to the realization that he simply lacked the physical power to be victorious, and only by finding his innermost goodness would he be able to overcome this most deadly peril.

An interesting note to all this is that, although Ditko's artwork was getting more and more into an extremely mystical feeling, he didn't achieve his best until he assumed the plotting also. By controlling both the writing and the visuals, he had free reign and could use both together, meshing them in a phantasmagorical unison. This series, more than ever before, (or ever since, too) displayed the unbelievable Ditko imagination at it's best. The sheer abstractness and psychedelica of his visual interpretations were mind-boggling.

With Dr. Strange's victory at the conclusion of #141, Dormammu's wrath banished Mordo to another dimension, and, in the wake, Mordo's followers provided some interest in their attempt to defeat Dr. Strange for their master. It showed that Steve realized the effectiveness of more down to earth tales, yet only two issues later he gave us not merely a continuation of the Dormammu
quickly realized as folly, and out of place. It was dismissed when Dr Strange said to Wong that he couldn't be bothered with such "triflings," since he had too many other pressing matters to concern himself with. More depth and history was added in the revelations about the Ancient One's relationship with Kaluu, and later, the Living Tribunal's role as the cosmic balance for all good and evil magicks. Both these, and Mordo's further endeavors provided much interest. Yet the most notable contribution of this period came via the introduction of Umar, sister of Dormammu.

With her first appearance, she immediately became one of the most powerful and fascinating female characters in comics. Though her outward intentions were to avenge her brother's defeat and maintain a strong rule for his eventual return, she was a much more complex personality. She was not merely evil, but nearly evil incarnate, and her driving desires to control everyone, her brother included, clearly displayed this. Her ego was as large as Dormammu's, but she seemed to have more means and sorceries at her disposal to defeat the Good Doctor. Yet, as things turned out, she was defeated, but not very easily!

This series, involving her battles against Dr. Strange was no miniscule one -- it was prolonged over seven issues. And with it, Stan Lee proved once again that he was the best writer in comics at the time. Complexity of character, such as with Umar, is a Stan Lee flair that no one has ever seemed to equal. His characters have been taken further and further along developing lines over the years, but no other writers have initiated these special breed of deeply dimensional personalities as he did.

With STRANGE TALES #169, two important changes occurred in the DR STRANGE series: one, S.H.I.E.L.D. moved into it's own book, leaving the Good
Doctor with a complete magazine for the first time, two, Roy Thomas took up the permanent, (or at least "permanent" in the Marvel sense of the word,) scripting assignment. With a steady writer, and especially a steady writer with a flair for characterization such as Roy Thomas, the series greatly surged forward in terms of involved development Yet, it wasn't until Roy's third new issue, #172, with the coming of Gene Colan and Tom Palmer as his artistic collaborators, did true greatness set in -- the degree of greatness in which there is the perfect blend of excellent writing and illustrating, each equally dynamic, yet generously complementary. Therefore, "I... Dormammu" in ST #172 must be said to be another milestone of the Dr. Strange saga, and, also, the beginning of the fourth stage of the series' developmental process.

The method of this period was not to introduce new characters, or to create new dimensions, but rather, to do what Roy Thomas has become famous for. Namely, taking the great Stan Lee creations and originals outlines, and extrapolating them, expanding them, bringing them into more involved and complex situations Roy has introduced many excellent characters over the years, but his outstanding contributions have primarily been in taking another's work and forging it into something better. With DR. STRANGE, he took the greatest of the Lee/Ditko tales and furthered them, breathing life into the characters and atmospheres by adding new insights and depth to each. After the haphazardness of the third developmental stage, the consistent work of Thomas/Colan/and Palmer was a very welcome sight.

They correctly sensed that, with his conclusion of the Dormammu extravaganza in ST #146, Ditko allowed for Dormammu's eventual return. So, the first attempt in this new stage was a continuance of the Dr. Strange-

Relying on plot twists, characterization, and direct confrontations, this story improved on the original outline, creating a masterful chronicle of sorcery.

Following the return of Dormammu, Asmodues and the Sons of the Satannish were introduced. While the Doc and Clea were roaming a savage world,
Asmodeus took the guise of Dr. Strange for himself. This was a fascinating sequence, as Roy attempted to deal with the problems that arise when the general public knows the identity of a superhero. Because everyone knew Dr. Strange's identity and the whereabouts of his sanitarium, Asmodeus and his followers easily gained access to the Sanctorium, leaving the Doctor as an easy prey upon his return to Earth. As a means of identifying himself upon this return, Dr. Strange took on a mask and completely new costume. In the subsequent confrontation, Asmodeus gave the Doc a fearfully magickal battle, which eventually concluded with Dr. Strange the ultimate victor, but not before Asmodeus could utter the spell of Surtur and Ymir.

This story is a great example of the composite Roy Thomas writing -- the mag was selling poorly, and the costume change was made necessary, but Roy came up with a very inventive and feasible reason for the new appearance. To wit, he solved the problem of giving the Doc a horrendous costume, by working the plot so that Stephen Strange would have to mask his face. He combined practical reasons with creative ones, although the costume was ugly, the story itself was excellent.

Another aspect of this stage which worked extremely well was the compression of ideas. Each individual story blended into, and continued with, the next one. Although Asmodeus was himself beaten, his last words brought a new menace forth in the spell of Fire and Ice. Surtur and Ymir had appeared in a number of the classic TALES OF ASGARD featurettes, yet for the Doc, they were new. The tying in of older characters, and variation of old themes did not stop with Surtur and Ymir. From the late pages of the AVENGERS, the sorcerous Black Knight was enlisted by Dr. Strange to aid him in his battle. Too, Tiboro was reintroduced, and the fight now included him, Dr. Strange, the Black Knight, the Sons of the Satannish, and Surtur and Ymir -- no small cast of characters!

A further attempt at connecting the present with past histories can be seen in the next episode as Nightmare with the explanation that it was he that imprisoned Eternity after the cosmic clash in ST #146. Allying himself with yet another character from a different mag, the Juggernaut, Nightmare displayed sorceries more powerful than he had ever before attained. However, with a moralistic lesson, his unbounding powers mistakenly freed Eternity, who caused his downfall. In the aftermath, Roy reinforced his explanation for Dr. Strange's new costume, as in return for his aid, Dr. Strange was awarded a new identity by Eternity. The "Stephen Saunders" personality lasted shortly, but it points to a desire on Roy's part to fully build and prove any concept he may introduce.

Throughout this stage, Clea became the focus of greater scrutiny. Previously, she had never appeared in a number of consecutive issues, being kept as part of the total Dark Domain's involved society. But Roy brought her to exile on Earth, and developed a unique relationship between Dr. Strange and her. Clearly, they were in love, but she was more than merely the Doc's "girl friend." Having lost her powers as a result of her exile, she was being tutored by Dr. Strange. It was a professional and romantic involvement. In his attempts to please her, but more obviously to keep her mind off her lost abilities, the Doc finally gained a sort of social life. It wasn't the typical superhero division of set social life and professional duty, but, rather, both worlds were interwoven. Clea and Dr. Strange went about their studies at the same time as they walked the streets of New York. They learned, but they also had fun.
With Gene Colan's supple anatomy and Tom Psmr's soft, and warm shading, Clea evolved from the scrawny Ditko-ish female, into a beautiful, and likewise, strong and lithe woman Colan's females are probably the best drawn in comics. They are healthy enough for the lusters in the audience, and they have all the strength and agility of their male counterparts. He creates superheroines with the inherent qualities of a more-than-normal personality. In short, his females are as believably drawn as male superheroes are.

But, the Colan/Palmer girls was but the least of their contributions during this period. Although they drew only eleven issues of the mag, they have become to be the artists most associated with the series, (though Brunner fanatics may disagree.) Whereas Ditko created the imagery, and voids of a sorcerous atmosphere, Colan and Palmer improved on them. Just as Roy Furthered the development of the former story concepts and characters, Gene and Tom added complexity to Ditko's original worlds. The imagination and psychiatric portrayed in these issues were beyond comparison. A fantastic example of their abstractness can be seen in the immortal first two pages of ST #180. Their depiction of Eternity remains a classic.

Gene Colan's strong points are his layouts and composition. In them, he offers that unique blend of strength and fluidness. Due to his anatomical style of building his figures with blocks, his characters appear powerfully strong and confident. Contrarily, the angular panel structure used in this stage, along with his appropriately vague backgrounds, gave the impression of ever flowing chaos. Combined, these two variant approaches created a mass of strength within abstractness in this book. A paradox of words? Sure, but this was the effect that Colan exuded.

Since Colan is a wholly layout and compositional artist, he needs a Tom Palmer to refine his finished product. With DR. STRANGE, Tom Palmer had found a perfect place to best display his talents. His inks exceed when given the opportunity to create moods, to create atmospheres. His soft shading and shadowing created a galaxy of petal-soft voids and stars. Too, his smoothly subdued inking made Dr. Strange's mystic energies appear realistic; one could actually see the magickal forces spew forth from his mind and finger tips. Together, Colan and Palmer produced a very solid, and very moving world of sorcerous intonations.

The final sequence of this stage of the Dr. Strange saga again played on the Roy Thomas feeling for complexity. The Doc was simply called by an old friend, Kenneth Ward, who needed his aid. What this simple beginning grew into was a story of involved dimensional conflict, with the Undying Ones attempting to gain entry into our dimension after countless years. Unfortunately, this tale was aborted before the conclusion, as DR. STRANGE was cancelled. After a continuous run of nearly 85 episodes, there was no more DR. STRANGE series.

However, not being total sadists, Marvel gave us the ending of this story a few months later in SUBMARINER. It was ironic that, upon reaching its highest plateau as yet, the series was cancelled.

STARSHIP ABSALOM
PLEASE MAKE CONTACT...

ABSALOM. WE DO NOT HAVE
COMMUNICATIONS RELATE...

ABSALOM... RED ALERT WILL BE
SIGNALL ED IF YOU DO NOT RESPOND.
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GET OFF YOUR ASS,
ABSALOM!
WHAT THE HELL?!

DID YOU SLEEP WELL, ABSALOM?

YEAH, I WAS MEDITATIN’ WITH THIS GREAT BLONDE AN’...

NOT INTERESTED. PLEASE GIVE REPORT.

I’D LIKE TO GIVE YA SOMETHING, YA DAMN EGGHEAD!

VERIFIED, PLEASE CONTINUE REPORTS UNTIL ONE TACIT COUNT OUT.

WELL, THIS IS IT.

RIGHT I AM PROCEEDING JUST UNDER THE SPEED OF CAPENCE, HEADING TOWARD DESTRUCT POINT. I SHOULD BE THERE IN SIX OR SEVEN TACITS...

A FEW MORE TALKS WITH AVOCADO-ASS, AND I’LL BE WIPING OUT THE UNIVERSE WITH A PUSHER OF THAT DAMN BUTTON!
**I DON'T KNOW... PERHAPS YOU SHOULD CONSULT THE JERK WHO'S WRITING THIS CRUMMY STORY.**

**FORGET YOUR ALLEGIANCE TO INSANITY AND ANSWER MY QUESTION!**

**I AM NOT SUPPLIED WITH THAT...**

**I DON'T LIKE IT AT ALL!**

**THAT'S ALL, COMPUTER. I SEE NOW THAT YOU'RE AS BRAINWASHED AS I AM. AND I DON'T LIKE IT, COMPUTER...**
WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON? DON'T ASK ME! FACT IS, I'M SURPRISED THAT THE WRITER HAS INCLUDED ME IN THIS STORY BUT AS LONG AS I AM HERE, AND AS LONG AS YOU ARE HOLDING THIS STORY IN YOUR WRINKLED HANDS, I MIGHT AS WELL OFFER SOME KIND OF ADVICE THAT ONE MIGHT EXPECT FROM ONE OF MY AGE.

FIRST, NEVER ACCEPT AN ASSIGNMENT THAT YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE SECOND THOUGHTS ABOUT LATER!

YOU SEE, THAT'S THE PROBLEM ABBALOM IS HAVING RIGHT NOW!

AND BECAUSE HE HAS A WEAPON POWERFUL ENOUGH TO OBLITERATE THE UNIVERSE...

THIS STORY EFFECTS YOUR EXISTENCE...

...AND MINE

PERHAPS WE'D BEST GO BACK TO THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF OUR RELUCTANT SPACE TRAVELER, AND SEE WHAT THE WRITER OF THIS STORY HAS IN STORE FOR ABBALOM'S BEING... AND OURS.

LET US TRANSPORT OUR IMAGINATIONS BACK INTO INFINITE SPACE...

AND TAKE A LOOK AT DESTINY IN THE FORM OF A MINISCULE SPACECRAFT
WHY?
WHY THE HELL DID I ACCEPT THIS "GLORIOUS" SUICIDE MISSION?

I AM NOT SUPPLIED WITH THAT INFORMATION.

SHUT UP, COMPUTER! CAN'T YOU SEE THAT IT ISN'T IMPORTANT ANYMORE?

JUST THINK, COMPUTER.

THINKING...

IMAGINE THE BILLIONS OF CIVILIZATIONS THAT I WILL WIPE OUT WITH ONE MOVEMENT OF MY HAND!

I AM NOT SUPPLIED WITH SUCH A FACILITY.

I AM IMPORTANT! THE FATE OF ALL RESTS IN MY HANDS! I CAN SUSTAIN OR CRUSH THE STARS AT WILL!

BUT, DAMN IT, NO ONE WILL EVER KNOW OF ME!
BUT YOU'LL TELL THEM, WON'T YOU, COMPUTER... YOU'LL TELL THEM FOR ME!

IT DOESN'T MATTER, ANYWAY! I HAVE THE POWERS OF A GOD!

ALL RECOGNITION FROM THOSE WHO ARE INFERIOR IS MEANINGLESS.

I HAVE THE ABILITY TO STORE DATA, BUT AT MOMENT OF DESTRUCTOR ALL RECORDS WILL CEASE TO EXIST.

NOTED AND RECORDED.

GOD IS MY INFERIOR! INFINITY ITSELF SERVES ME! MY COMMANDERS ARE DUST BENEATH MY FEET!

DO YOU HEAR ME, YOU COVERING RAVENS... I AM GOD!

AND BECAUSE YOU HAVE NOT TREATED ME WITH THE RESPECT I DESERVE, YOU SHALL BE DESTROYED!

LET IT BE KNOWN, COMPUTER, THAT I DID NOT DESTROY THE UNIVERSE BECAUSE I HAD TO.

BUT BECAUSE I WANTED TO.
IN A NEGLECTED WAREHOUSE IN WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON, A DEAD LIGHT BULB BECOMES INEXPLICABLY BRIGHT ...

... AND SHATTERS

ISN'T IT A PITY? WERE THERE NONE HERE TO WITNESS

THE DESTRUCTION OF A UNIVERSE?
HARKEN HEREWITHE!!

MARVEL WORLD is looking for single illustrations of Marvel characters as well as pencilling, embellishing and calligraphic talent for future comic strip assignments in upcoming issues. Project appointments to potential newcomers to the MW staff will not be made without receipt of art samples beforehand and these may be sent to:

Art Director c/o Marvel World W 5122 Lyons Spokane, Wa 99208

Each contributor will be entitled to a sound appraisal and evaluation of his or her work upon request. Original material forwarded should include sufficient return postage.

We are also searching for the services of the following:

- comic script writers
- article writers
- editorialists or columnists
- prose writers of short science fiction and fantasy
- convention reports by on-the-spot congoers

If any of you journalistic humanoids out there fit into one or more of the above categories and want to inquire about a feature spot, or if you just wish to send a letter of comment, then feel free to contact us at our editorial address below.

Marvel World 4102 N. Maple Spokane, Wa 99205

Be sure to include a stamped, self-addressed envelope with all inquiries.

Dealers and advertisers should note and hopefully make use of our business address located on page 2

Thanks and see ya next issue!
A NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER

This note is to tell you, the readers of Marvel World, the technical aspects, as well as special contents, of Marvel World #2.

To start, Marvel World is completely photo-offset. The cover is printed on Mustang offset sub. 60. The inside pages are on Ardor bond sub. 20. All of the work was done by us with the exception of the negatives and the plates, which were done by a local trade shop by the name of "Line and Tone."

The plates used are 3M Type E plates. All of the ink used, including colors, is Van Son Rubber Base Plus.

The type was done on an IBM Selectric II, using Adjutant type style.

The press used is an Addressograph Multigraph 1250 LW.

The color pages are hand made separations using 55 line Presstype process screens. The inks are Black, PMS Process Yellow, PMS Process Blue, and both the red and flesh are specially mixed to achieve the proper tones.

As for the special contents we have two experimental stories.

The story, "Get Off Your Ass, Absalom" was originally presented in Marvel World #1. That is, the story with different art. This second story was done to see how two different artists would visualize the same story. We feel that this part of the experiment succeeded, and we are rather pleased with it.

The second experimental story, "Gee, Missus, This Is Just Comminist Propaganda!" Is an experiment in the way that it was written. I assume that this is the way that the character usually goes through life, as well as his stories.

The most important part of these experiments is up to you. We need to hear from you about these two stories as well as the rest of the magazine. Tell us what we are doing right as well as what we are doing wrong. Would you like to see more of this "two different artist" concept as well as more of the Chaos character? We need your comments!

Yours truly, until Bev grows feathers and a bill,

Michael J Brocha

P.S. The price sticker on the cover is removeable for those of you who wish to.